
The 7 deadly sins

1. Pride
In almost every list, pride (Latin, superbia), or hubris (Greek), is considered the original and
most serious of the seven deadly sins, and the source of the others. It is identified as believing
that one is essentially better than others, failing to acknowledge the accomplishments of others,
and excessive admiration of the personal self (especially holding self out of proper position
toward God). Dante's definition was "love of self perverted to hatred and contempt for one's
neighbour".

2. Envy
Like greed and lust, Envy (Latin, invidia) is characterized by an insatiable desire. Envy is similar
to jealousy in that they both feel discontent towards someone's traits, status, abilities, or
rewards. The difference is the envious also desire the entity and covet it.

3. Wrath
Wrath (Latin, ira), also known as "rage," may be described as inordinate and uncontrolled
feelings of hatred and anger.

4. Sloth
Sloth (Latin, acedia) can entail different vices. While sloth is sometimes defined as physical
laziness, spiritual laziness is emphasized. Failing to develop spiritually is key to becoming guilty
of sloth. In the Christian faith, sloth rejects grace and God.

Sloth has also been defined as a failure to do things that one should do. By this definition, evil
exists when good men fail to act.

5. Greed, Avarice
Greed (Latin, avaritia), also known as avarice, cupidity or covetousness, is, like lust and
gluttony, a sin of excess. However, greed (as seen by the church) is applied to a very excessive
or rapacious desire and pursuit of material possessions.

6. Gluttony
Derived from the Latin gluttire, meaning to gulp down or swallow, gluttony (Latin, gula) is the
over-indulgence and over-consumption of anything to the point of waste.

In Christianity, it is considered a sin if the excessive desire for food causes it to be withheld
from the needy.

Gluttony can be interpreted as selfishness; essentially placing concern with one's own interests
above the well-being or interests of others.

7. Lust
Lust is an intense desire for money, food, fame, power, or sex.

The eighth deadly sin:

Vainglory (Latin, vanagloria) is unjustified boasting. Pope Gregory viewed it as a form of pride, so he folded
vainglory into pride for his listing of sins. Some sources say that he did this so that the list of sins would
number 7.

The Latin term gloria roughly means boasting, although its English cognate - glory - has come to have an
exclusively positive meaning, Historically, vain roughly meant futile, but by the 14th century had come to
have the meaning of narcissism that it retains today.

Source: adapted from Wikipedia

According to the book Sacred Origins of Profound Things by Charles Panati, Greek monastic theologian
Evagrius of Pontus first drew up a list of eight offenses and wicked human passions: They were, in order of
increasing seriousness: 



1. gluttony
2. lust
3. avarice
4. sadness
5. anger
6. acedia
7. vainglory
8. pride

Evagrius saw the escalating severity as representing increasing fixation with the self, with pride as the most
egregious of the sins. Acedia (from the Greek "akedia," or "not to care") denoted "spiritual sloth."

In the late 6th century, Pope Gregory the Great reduced the list to seven items, folding vainglory into pride,
acedia into sadness, and adding envy. His ranking of the Sins' seriousness was based on the degree from
which they offended against love. It was, from most serious to least: pride, envy, anger, sadness, avarice,
gluttony, and lust. Later theologians, including St. Thomas Aquinas, would contradict the notion that the
seriousness of the sins could be ranked in this way. 
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